
Read
“The Paris of the Americas” (pp. 350, 351).

Study Exercises

Write the letter of the correct answer.

1. Argentine school students

a. wear uniforms in primary school.

b. may choose whether or not to study English.

c. must pass required exams to enter secondary school.

2. The immigrants who came to Argentina in the 1900s were called “swallows” because

a. like a flock of birds they came in such large numbers.

b. like migratory birds they came in the spring and left in the fall.

c. they eventually stayed in Argentina where many swallows have homes.

3. According to the text, the best definition for the plaza around which neighborhoods
cluster is

a. an open square or marketplace in a Spanish-speaking country.

b. an indoor mall or shopping center.

c. any gathering place with brick or stone walkways.

4. A siesta is

a. a morning coffee break.

b. an afternoon rest or nap.

c. an early evening tea.

5. The language of the Argentines

a. is Spanish with many Italian words mixed in.

b. was adapted from the Welsh.

c. is primarily English.
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6. A porteño is someone who

a. is from Paris, but visits in Buenos Aires.

b. lives in the port city of Buenos Aires.

c. speaks Argentine Spanish.

7. A second language all Argentine students study is

a. English.

b. Italian.

c. Welsh.

Write the European country beside the influence it has had on Argentine culture.
Nos.10-13 are based on a common Argentine saying.

8. the architecture in Buenos Aires

9. work schedules

10. the porteño’s language

11. the porteño’s dress

12. the porteño’s food

13. the porteño’s self-image

Write letters from the map on the next page.

14. Andes region

15. Pampas

16. Patagonia

17. Gran Chaco

18. Mesopotamia
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Write names from the list for these letters.

19. F.

G.

H.

I .

J .

K .

L .

M.

N.

O.

Strait of Magellan

Tierra del Fuego

Río de la Plata

Atlantic Ocean

Pacific Ocean

Paraguay

Uruguay

Bolivia

Brazil

Chile
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Match.

20. Great Depression and World War II

21. dulce de leche

22. gauchos

23. estancias

24. Argentine constitution

25. soccer

26. asados

Match.

27. nationalities of most Argentines’ ancestors

28. a few settled in southern Argentina—Patagonia

29. main language of Argentina

30. Argentine good-bye comes from this language

31. descended from boats

Use this checklist to prepare for the quiz:

�� Review the vocabulary words in this section.

�� Review the We Remember sections of the lessons.

�� Review the work you did in Lesson 9.

Tell your teacher when you are ready for the quiz.

v. Italian

w. Argentines

x. Welsh

y. Spanish

z. English

a. sent to Europe with promise of
opportunity

b. barbecued beef

c. cowboys in Argentina

d. caramelized milk and sugar

e. large ranches in Argentina

f . called fútbol in Argentina

g. hindered other countries’ abilities
to buy food from Argentina

Lesson 10
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Section 3Section 3
Uruguay and Paraguay

Read
“Uruguay—Land Without Mountains,” “The Uruguayan Countryside,” and
“The People of Uruguay” (pp. 338, 339).

Study Exercises

Write the letter of the correct answer.

1. Most Uruguayans live in cities. Most of the people live near the coast.

From this we can tell that

a. there is little farmland near the coast.

b. most of the cities are near the coast.

c. most of the people who live in the interior live on estancias.

d. most fruits and vegetables are grown in the cities.

2. The capital of Uruguay is not

a. the country’s second largest city. c. Montevideo.

b. the only large city in the country. d. home to about half of Uruguayans.

Write the letter of the bar that matches each population group.

3. mestizos

4. descendants of African slaves

5. descendants of Europeans
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Write letters from the map.

6. Bolivia

7. Peru

8. Argentina

9. Brazil

10. Paraguay

11. Uruguay

12. Río de la Plata

Write the names of countries, one dependency, and one river. See Atlas 6 if necessary.

13. Uruguay has flat-to-hilly grazing land like this country

14. has no true mountains

15. Uruguayans near this country speak Portuguese

16. South America’s smallest independent country

17. South America’s second smallest country

18. South American dependency that is smaller than the

smallest country

19. river that forms the western border of Uruguay

Answer these questions.

20. What are three animals raised on Uruguay’s grasslands?

21. What is the main religion of Uruguay?
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Match.

22. spoken by most Uruguayans

23. spoken by residents near Brazil

24. main ancestries of Uruguayans

25. Uruguayan accent

26. spoken as second language in Uruguay

Write the letter of the correct sentence ending.

27. Nearly all of Uruguay is suitable for farming because

28. Uruguay is called the “Purple Land” because

29. Cattle in Uruguay graze in pastures and rarely need barns because

Answer these questions.

30. Who are porteños?

31. The porteño’s life is a mixture of what four nationalities?

32. Besides Spanish, what language do all Argentine school students learn?

33. What do the Argentines call European immigrants who come in the spring and leave in the fall?

34. What is an open square or marketplace called in a Spanish-speaking country?

35. What is an afternoon rest or nap called?

a. English

b. French

c. Italian

d. Portuguese

e. Spanish

a. a small purple flower grows in Uruguay’s grasslands.

b. Uruguay seldom has frost.

c. Uruguay has many rivers.
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Read
“Uruguay’s History” (pp. 339-341).

Study Exercises

Number the events in order.

1. Juan Díaz de Solís claimed Uruguay for Spain.

Montevideo was founded.

Portuguese from Brazil claimed the Río de la Plata.

Uruguay became part of the Spanish Viceroyalty of La Plata.

Uruguay became independent.

From the time line, write the letter of the time period in which each event happened.

2. Uruguay adopted its first constitution.

3. Uruguay established its first elected government.

4. Uruguay was sometimes ruled by dictators.

5. Uruguay was under military rule.

6. Military leaders agreed to allow elections.

Answer these questions.

7. What are two free services the Uruguayan government provides for its people?
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8. Where do you think the government gets the money to pay for these services?

Complete the sentences.

9. Two neighboring countries that struggled for control of Uruguay until 1828 were

and .

10. Uruguay’s capital is . Its name means

“ .”

11. Uruguay’s official name is the .

12. In the 1970s the government of Uruguay declared war on the ,

radical students who were causing an uproar in the country.

Underline the correct choice.

13. Uruguay’s nickname comes from the tiny red, purple, blue, yellow flowers that grow

bountifully in the grasslands.

14. Uruguay has no mountains, rivers, coastline.

15. Eighty-eight percent of Uruguayans have European, Indian, Spanish ancestors.

16. The architecture, language, work schedule of Buenos Aires shows French influence.

17. Montevideo is Uruguay’s highest mountain, only seaport, capital city.

18. Most of Uruguay’s people live in the northwest, in cities, away from the coast.

19. Uruguay is the smallest country in the Southern Cone, South America, the world.

Do this exercise.

20. List the three smallest countries/dependencies in South America in order, smallest to largest.

a. c.

b.
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